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ALL ZRIDX MANUAL START STRING TRIMMERS

TECHNICAL SERVICE

BULLETI

SUBJECT:

Af,'FECTS:

Starter Housings-lf the rope will not retract on zrldx series manual start trimmers, check to see if the
boom is pushed against the starter housing. This can occur because the front of the unit has hit a'

solid object driving the boom into the starter housing.
To determine if this is the problem, Ioosen the handle grip screws that clamps the boom and

slide the boom fonryard. lf the rope is now free to move, the boom has pushed the starter pulley into
the starter housing baffle. To correct the problem, position the boom slightly away from the starter
housing and tighten into place. lf the problem recurs, replace the starter housing baffle, part number
06541A. lf the starter housing shows wear at the center, replace the complete starter housing, part
number 407143.

lf the plastic throttle handle will not grip the boom tight enough to prevent the boom from
sliding, install a strap hanger, part number 07255. The hanger acts as a stop and will generally lead to
the sale of a strap.

Please note:. ln some units washers, between the bosses on the starter housing and the
handle grip, align the boom with the starter. These washers prevent a thrust load on the crankshaft.
Do not use uzashers to space the tube away from the stafter

Fuel System- Between November 1994 and June 1995, Homelite produced trimmers with two types
of carburetors and fuel lines on an interim basis. Because of this, an exact replacement is not
available. Homelite provides a carburetor kit, part number A07139, and a fuel tank kit, part number
A07141A, to service allthe configurations. n

Service carburetors are fully adjustable and have the primer bulb on the top. Because Walbro
and Zama carburetors are interchangeable, either carburetor may be included with service carburetor
kits.

The fuel Tank Kit contains fuel lines that are long enough for trimming to fit all configurations.
Homelite does not supply carburetor repair kits or primer bulb kits for zr or dx series string

trimmers.
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Clutch Kat A04655- Homelite produces clutch model string trimmers with either two (2) or three (3)
"S" clutches. Both types are serviced with a single kit containing: three (3) 'S" clutches (00242), one
(1) spacer (03566-1), one (1) clutch washer (98929-4) and one (1) drum & connector (A-03485-A).
We recornmend this kit to simplify stocking and to increase the durability of the unit.

Air Filter Kits- Air Filter kit A07157 (without stop switch) and Air Filter Cover 07051 were not
produced in 1995. All orders for this kit are being changed to A07140 (with stop switch). All orders for
the cover are being changed to 06622.

Gontrol Handle and Trigger- Homelite did not produce trimmers using part number A07158 (Control
Handle with Switch) in 1995; Part number A07144 is substituted when A07158 is ordered.

Early production triggers were brittle and would break when used. We have addressed this
concern and triggers, part number 06605, are flexible enough to withstand normal operation.

If the throttle cable "2" fitting is binding on the carburetor throttle plate, replace the throttle cable
using part number 06603A. This cable has a longer fitting and will not bind on the throttle plate.
Replacement of the cable will also prevent the trigger from breaking.

lf the throttle does not fully open, check the carburetor throttle plate for flatness. The throttle
plate can be straightened with needle nose pliers if it is bent.

Machete Blades- The brush cutter guard may interfere with the use of the Machete blade due to
guard tolerances. Add a second washer, part number 00734, under the upper flange washer to
alleviate the interference.

String Trimmer Accessories- Every owner's manual contains an accessory sheet listing parts such
as stringheads, retainers and blades available for our string trimmers. Listed on the back of that sheet
is an order form with a matrix of units and the accessories available for each individual unit. Blades
are not accessories for any units with a e'd" (example: d830sd) at the END of the model designation
or any Push Button Start unit. Use Blades on units with a "b" designation (example: z830sb).

Divider Spool- lmproved string trimmer spools were introduced as a running change early in 1995.
Divider spools part numbers DA98912E (.080 line) and DA02598C (.095 line) are now in use on all
Homelite consumer models. With two separate Iengths of string wrapped on the spool, the divider
spool eliminates binding or welding. lncluded with the divider spool is a lighter spring, part number
06713. Do not use Spring part number 98848 with the divider spoo!. Part number 06713 may
continue to be used with previously produced "non-divider type" spools.

c=I
Peter P. Knoell
Product Service Manager

Dated:8/95
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